
Whalesburg Whitepaper

WHAT IS WHALESBURG?

Whalesburg mining platform is a software bundle for cryptocurrency miners. 
Our software has three primary goals:
1.   Simplify the setup of your mining operation.
2.   Increase your yield.
3.   Offer you the best time-saving mining tools.

It consists of five main parts: 
1. Multi-currency mining pool.
2. Operating system.
3. Whalesburg Cloud.
4. Profit-switching solution.
5. Hardware monitoring & management software.

WHALESBURG is the first crypto-mining platform with an profit-switching algorithm!

 



HOW WHALESBURG CAME TO LIFE

Our initial goal was to develop a mining pool with a hundred of the most valuable proof-of-work (PoW) 
coins. We started gathering information, looking into open source solutions, and speaking to miners 
and investors within the mining industry. We also looked into trading on cryptocurrency exchanges and 
building our rigs.

This process gave us a deeper understanding of the market and, crucially, allowed us to see exactly 
what needs improvement in the mining sphere. A suite of software that would solve all the problems 
we encountered simply did not exist. And so, knowing that the best products are born of necessity, we 
decided to build exactly what was needed.

Problem Statement

There are many challenges for miners wishing to join mining pools: 

 

 

 



1.   Lack of Transparency
Miners can't track their earnings from a block reward to their wallets. This is essential because most 
miners nowadays invest a lot in hardware and so need to know exactly how much money they pay for 
the pool’s service. Miners need to be sure that amounts displayed are real and that they are not being 
cheated.

2.    Difficulty Knowing What to Mine 
There are a few resources such as whattomine.com and coinwarz.com to determine what is the most 
profitable coin to mine depending on the type of hardware, but they don’t have personalized reports for 
miners’ specific hardware setups, so it is difficult to analyze the profitability of mining a particular 
cryptocurrency. Additionally, every time miners change their hardware setup, they must then go 
through a time-consuming analysis.  Miners could yield more by delegating these processes to a 
computer program and switching to the most profitable coin almost in real-time. 

3.   Difficulty Tracking the State of Hardware
It’s essential to track information such as GPU/CPU temperature and fan speed in order to prolong the 
operational lifespan of costly hardware. It is preferable to display this data using charts and to let 
miners themselves set up exactly what they want to see.  Miners need software that notifies them 
automatically when to make the necessary adjustments to their hardware.

There is no software bundle currently on the market which solves all of the above problems at once. 
Big mining companies develop such software for themselves and do not share it with third parties for 
obvious reasons. Small mining operations meanwhile have no financial or technical means to tailor 
such software in-house. 

The Whalesburg solution brings security, exceptional user experience, and - for enterprise level miners 
- instant scalability. The difference between Whaleburg and other well-known players in the space like 
NiceHash, ethOS, and Mining Pool Hub is that Whaleburg offers, for the first time, an all-in-one 
solution.

In the diagram below, each leaf represents one component of what is required for today’s miners to 
compete:

 



The following is a detailed explanation of the solution offered by Whalesburg for the each of the five 
essential components:

Whalesburg Smart Mining Pool

 

 



We provide you with a software bundle that integrates the following key features:

Anonymity
Only your email and wallet addresses are needed.

Transparency
You can track income with the help of a blockchain scanner tool which displays all the transactions 
from Coinbase including conversion rates and amounts. This lets you be sure there is no fraud in the 
system.

Smart-Switching
Our agents gather information about your hardware and calculate the most profitable option to mine in 
real-time. This way, you no longer need to monitor prices, difficulties, or mining effectiveness for each 
coin you are interested in. 

More Coins
As a multi-pool, you will be able to mine an astonishing number of coins; some you may not have had 
time to study, others may not even have heard of. Our software provides you with a fast and easy way 
to switch between different coins.

Proportional Rewards
Whalesburg mining pool offers Pay Per Last N Shares (PPLNS), a proportional rewards configuration 
with shared transaction fees. Confirmations needed depend on the blockchain of the cryptocurrency 
you mine. The pool takes a 0,45% - 3% fee for each confirmed block. The more WBT tokens you stack 
the cheaper the fee is. (Please refer to the “tier system “ section below.)

Example 
Let’s use mining EXP as an example: 
The mined EXP block reward goes to a Whalesburg ERC20 address. After that our script (Splitter) 
splits the amount gained into three virtual parts: 

•    the first is dedicated to conversion (to ETH for example), 
•    the second is for payouts in EXP directly to miners’ ERC20 wallets, 
•    the third is for the pool fee.   

The first part is calculated based on the pool shares of miners who want to get income in ETH. The 
Splitter script will break those shares into smaller pieces. The number of pieces equals the number of 
exchanges that will take part in the conversion process. Miners have the option to choose a preferred 
exchange in their dashboard, otherwise the default exchange is used. The size of each piece depends 
on the percentage of miners who chose each exchange as their favorite. These pieces will be converted 
to ETH at the rates of these exchanges, using the exchanges’ API (this step involves a commission 
taken by the exchange and a fee, subtracted from miner's EXP profit). Finally, Whalesburg will 
distribute ETH to miner's wallets.    

The second part goes much faster. The first step is the splitting of amounts of EXP proportional to the 
number of pool shares participants own. Then Whalesburg rewards miners directly to their wallets. 



Every step can be tracked and will be shown in the dashboard and recorded in EXP blockchain, where 
you will have access at any time.  

The pool fee will be transferred automatically and held in the Whalesburg wallet.

Mining Profiles

There are different types of miners. Some want to mine a single coin because they believe in it, and 
want to support a particular project or idea. Other miners choose a portfolio of coins, switching 
between them from time to time. While there are many approaches to mining, what all miners have in 
common is that they have made significant investments in their hardware. Every miner therefore cares 
greatly about their profits.

Whalesburg will provide the option for miners to build personalized “mining profiles” and share them 
with other miners. There will be an option to show how effective each profile is and to share statistics. 
Other miners will then be able to apply their desired profile with a single click.

Profile - a set of instructions (similar to a script) telling the Whalesburg platform how to perform, what to 

mine, and the way to choose coins. 

An example of a “Profile” will be the standard “Whalesburg” profile. Miners who choose this profile will 
take advantage of Whalesburg’s profit-switching algorithm as it tells the platform to monitor, in real-
time, the profitability of all the coins that can be mined with a given set of hardware. This game-
theoretic algorithm will automatically shift hashrate to the most profitable coin. Every miner who uses 
the Whalesburg profile becomes a part of a team that mines coins which bring the most profits for the 
entire team while not increasing a given coin’s difficulty. 

Another possibility could be the “Solo” profile in which a miner dedicates all of their resources to a 
specific desired coin with a specific algorithm. A miner choosing such a profile will get the full reward 
from each founded block.

How Does Whalesburg’s Profit-Switching Work for the Pool as a Whole?

Imagine two mining pools, or teams of miners, competing for maximum profitability. One pool is 
Whalesburg, and the other pool let’s call Super Pool Hub. Both are of course trying to get maximum 
profitability in the scope of one algorithm. Let’s say for simplicity that the options to mine are ETH, 
PIRL, and ELLA. Ethereum has the highest network difficulty so it can be considered the base coin 
from which to compare the profitability of mining other coins. The relative cost-effectiveness of mining 
PIRL and ELLA varies according to factors like difficulty, exchange value, fees, and possible reward.

If ETH stays the most profitable coin, then Whalesburg and Super Pool Hub dedicate all their 
resources to ETH and in the long-term mine the same amount of ETH. If however, relative to ETH the 
price of PIRL or ELLA goes up, the difficulty goes down, or both – mining PIRL or ELLA may become 
more profitable than mining ETH. In this scenario, the winning team will be the one that more 
efficiently manages the switch between mining each coin.



Imagine Super Pool Hub takes the standard approach to profit switching: they ask miners to look on 
whattomine or coinwarz data and decide to switch all their hashrate to PIRL (making the decision to 
switch by referencing whattomine or coinwarz data, by the way, is often not even relevant as it does not 
use pool hashrate, but let’s assume they got lucky and chose the right time to switch). By shifting all of 
their hashrate, they end up increasing network difficulty dramatically while lowering the profitability 
rate significantly. In essence, they end up working against themselves to a large extent. On top this, 
since they must use a tool like autominer or make custom .bat / .sh files, they have to restart their 
miners constantly. This, of course, results in a loss of efficiency.

Whalesburg takes a different approach: our algorithm calculates the optimal amount of hashrate 
needed to switch to PIRL without raising its difficulty too much. It simultaneously makes the same 
calculations for ELLA (and, in real-time, all coins in the pool). The rest of Whalesburg’s hashrate is then 
used to mine ETH. This profit-switching is done on the side of our server, without any additional 
software needed for individuals in the pool. Thus miners use their hardware to maximum efficiency 
without restarts or delays. All profits are then split proportionally among pool miners. In this way, 
Whalesburg efficiently manages the total hashrate of the internal team of miners while ensuring 
everyone gains maximum profitability.

Since the current version of Whalesburg’s profit switching solution is still a proof of concept, it lacks 
the overall hashrate to come out on top in the short-term for the highest-difficulty coins. Our 
developers have been focusing on laying a solid foundation on which to build all future improvements. 
Their focus at the moment, therefore, is stability and security rather than pure profitability. 

During this early building stage, Whalesburg has been steadily signing partnerships with big players 
like Orion, Erman Fund, and Aurora Fund. We’ve been exchanging experience and ideas between their 
developers and ours, and building the size of our pool. All this means that in the very near future our 
solution will have not only the stability but also the hashrate to produce better returns than the 
competition. 

The Pool

Our pool running the standard Whalesburg profile automatically shifts allocation of the resources of 
the entire pool across a number of coins. This allows us to achieve the best performance for the whole 
team of miners. However, this begs the question: How to distribute rewards? 
We will use the PPLNS (proportional) method in which we count shares within the last 15 minutes. In 
the scope of a single algorithm, shares are the same using this method. Tasks and calculations are the 
same as well. For example, if your hardware performs best mining Ethereum, you will probably mine 
using the Ethash algorithm, which works the same for every coin based on it. 

We have taken the next paragraph from https://github.com/ethereum/wiki/wiki/Ethash page and 
update numbers:

“The general route the algorithm takes is as follows:
1) There is a seed which can be computed for each block by scanning through the block headers up 
until that point.
2) From the seed, we can compute a 16 MB pseudorandom cache. Light clients store the cache.
3) From the cache, we can generate a 1 GB dataset with the property that each item in the dataset 
depends on only a small number of items from the cache. Full clients and miners store the dataset and 

https://github.com/ethereum/wiki/wiki/Ethash


it grows linearly with time.
4) Mining involves grabbing random slices of the dataset and hashing them together. Verification can 
be done with low memory by using the cache to regenerate the specific pieces of the dataset that you 
need, so you only need to store the cache.
The large dataset is updated once every 30,000 blocks so the vast majority of a miner's effort will be 
reading the dataset, not making changes to it."

Mining different Ethash coins produces equal shares which are paid proportionally among all the pool’s 
miners just as in standard mining pools that mine only ETH.

After a block is found, the Whalesburg Payouts module converts it via the API of connected exchanges, 
sending reward in mined coins (PIRL for example) to a Whalesburg wallet on an exchange. Once the 
transaction succeeds and the target wallet gets a reward, the Payouts module places an order to 
exchange this coin (PIRL) for a primary one (ETH). 
If an order lasts more than 3 seconds, Whalesburg Payouts replaces it with a new one.

 



The process is shown on in the diagram below. It takes a varying amount of time depending on the 
coin.

Fiat Payouts

Gathering miners’ feedback, we found the need to convert mined cryptocurrency into fiat money 
legally. We intend to provide this feature through partnership with payment gateways like wallbtc.com. 
The process is similar to reward distribution via an exchange API mentioned above. Once we have 
mined a block and the reward goes to a miner, we can direct that reward directly to a payment 
gateway. That gateway will store a miner’s balance and enable the miner to make payouts in any 
currency allowed by the gateway. Miners will be able to choose payment gateways directly from their 
dashboard in the Whalesburg OS or our online dashboard.

Dual Mining

If a miner use Claymore’s miner and mines using the Ethash algoritm, they can also try to mine another 
coin like Decred, Siacoin, Lbry, or Pascal using a different algorithm. To do this, miners need to check 
their electricity costs, monitor GPU temperature and track coin prices. Our solution will simultaneously 
monitor network hashrate, the pool’s hashrate, coin prices, and miners’ hardware diagnostics. Using 
that information, we will then turn dual mining on or off automatically to maximize overall profits while 
protecting miners’ hardware. 

 

 



Whalesburg OS 

Our goal is to deliver a platform which will help miners with their daily needs. 

The following is a list of the key functionality offered by the Whalesburg operating system:
One click setup. Drivers are built-in along with all the tools miners use daily such as overclocking, 
benchmarking, monitoring, and troubleshooting software.
Pre-installed popular miners configured to the Whalesburg mining pool.
Whalesburg Miner installed and run on system launch.
Hashrate Watchdog. This tool reboots in the event of a hashrate drop caused by driver error or 
faulty miner.
Trusted Accounts. This is for tech admins and clients to enable us to provide 24/7 technical 
support.
You can run two miners at a time (CPU miner for mining CryptoNote coins and miners for AMD and 
Nvidia GPU);
API for your custom scripts that enable remote hardware management.
Can be installed on any Flash drive or SSD / HDD.
Supports mixed AMD and Nvidia setups.
Integration with Whalesburg cloud. This includes real-time monitoring, statistics, notifications, 
profiles, hardware health state, and mobile app.

Whalesburg Cloud

The Whalesburg Cloud constitutes the brain of the platform. This is the place where all the statistical 
data goes to prepare reports, notify miners, or manage hardware remotely. The following is included in 
the Whalesburg Cloud:

Real-time monitoring while gathering all the data from the mining pool and from the operating 
system.
Easy switching of miners and wallets on all your rigs with two clicks.
Remote configuration management.
Push notifications via email and Telegram Messenger API;
Large scale hardware management;

 



Statistical reports;
Financial reports;
Preventing failures analyzing the state of hardware;

Overclocking Tool

The safe and efficient managing of overclocking is essential for a miner to be competitive while 
protecting their hardware investments. Current solutions are effective only for small mining operations 
(one or two rigs running on a Windows OS). Managing overclocking for mining setups of 10 or more 
units is time-consuming at best and risky at worst.
 
Whaleburg’s overclocking tool will use real-time data from the mining pool combined with hardware 
monitoring to ensure maximum efficiency. Tracking these metrics, the overclocking tool will predict 
and prevent failures. At the same time it will notify miners when something goes very well, enabling 
them to improve their performance in the long term. 

Clientele

Whalesburg enables small and medium-sized miners to gain the power of whales. Established players 
benefit from our software package as well though becase it enables them to improve efficiencies and 
streamline their operations. Our strategy prioritizes support for miners who reach a higher tier by 
staking Whalesburg tokens (details below). 

We are partnering with resellers of hardware, giving the opportunity to offer a complete 
hardware/software bundle. This is a good option for those with newly acquired crypto-wealth who 
would like to diversity their income through mining but are not mining experts and don’t want to spend 
all of their time monitoring their mining operations. Whalesburg offers people an all-in-one solution. 

Whalesburg is an easy way to start mining cryptocurrency at any scale from a few ASICS to a full farm. 
You can sleep well at night knowing our software will monitor and handle all the exceptions on its own, 
providing you with beautiful looking, complete reports at the end of the day.

Cloud Mining
You might be interested in a white-label license to provide our services on behalf of your brand. You 
could provide the best mining ROI for your contract buyers compared to your competitor, without any 
investments. Clients of all scales should be interested, considering no currently offered solutions 
provide such a comprehensive range of services. 

 



Payment Systems
Clients (miners) will have the option to get payouts in fiat money to a bank account or 
VISA/Mastercard. 

Online Exchanges
We already have a couple of exchanges on board but we will be looking for many partners. If you are 
interested in increasing your volume, contact us.

Hardware Resellers
Do you need a bundle to set up and/or integrate brand new hardware into your client's infrastructure? 
We will give you a free trial of the Whalesburg Control Panel, where you will see bench marking, 
overclocking, fan control tools and other necessities for your work utilities. You can become a 
franchisee and provide your customers with a full bundle, earning yourself a percentage of pool profits.

How to Use?

To start, you need to download our software (available on Windows, Linux, MacOS) and to fill in 
information like your wallet address for each currency you want to mine, or to click the  “create wallets 
automatically” checkbox. Your income will go to these addresses right after block confirmation. 

This desktop application represents an offline web-based control panel, where you can see all the tabs 
listed upwards.

If you would like (it is not necessary) to get profit in ETH directly - you should tell us your address and 
click “convert to ETH automatically.” In this case, all the altcoins will be converted (with a helping hand 
from an integrated exchange) and sent to you automatically. Of course, you will get a map of these 
transactions, and you will be able to track them in your app or the web backend from any part of the 
world, remotely.

There will be an option to sell your converted bitcoins instantly (or by your request) if you wish to get 
fiat money right after each block has been confirmed. It will be available at a rate even better than at 
localbitcoins.com thanks to our partners like wallbtc.com

You can download and install the mobile (iOS, Android, Windows Phone) and iWatch (or Android 
Wear) applications, which will allow you to monitor and control your mining process remotely. It will 
notify you for only the cases you have customized in the setup. 

 



This is how your mining starts. But what is going on under the hood?

What Is In The Box?

Desktop Application
All of your mining processes could be manageable in one desktop application. This app will gather 
information about your hardware and send it to our servers to get recommendations. It will prepare 
reports and accumulate statistics. It is your interface and a working tool allowing you to use our 
algorithm. This is your command center to other services provided by Whalesburg.

Web Interface
There will be a web interface, where you can manage your rigs remotely, manage your profile, and see 
reports from any part of the world. It will be the same as your desktop application, but it will be 
available from anywhere.

Statistics Module
Every professional miner needs to know how their business is doing, so we decided to create this 
module which will track and show your currency rates, your exchange history, your hardware ROI, and 
how many times you’ve switched to another currency, and why. It will also show difficulty changes and 
profit charts. This module will give you not only a graphical implementation of the data, but you will 
also have access to all of the data in raw form so that you can use it exactly the way you want.

 

 



Benchmark Tab
The purchase of this tab is to let you know what your hardware is capable of and to find out where you 
could benefit from further tweaks. This tab not only tells you your min/max hash rate, but also helps us 
to gather statistics about your hardware to develop compatible drivers specifically for your setup. 

Share Your Statistics With The Community
Run benchmark tests, collect hash rate statistics, upload photos of your rigs and make a personalized 
page of your mining farm. Share your results with others with a single link.

Personalized Key Performance Indicator (KPI) Reports Module
Desktop, mobile, smartwatch and web-based dashboards need to know what are you interested in. 
What are the primary KPI you want to see on swiping the screen? This tab will help to set and save 
these preferences. It will also generate personalized reports, which could be sent to your investors 
directly via email each month.

Hardware Health Tab
This tab will show information such as processor temperature charts. It will gather all the health info in 
real-time and even warn you if something is going wrong or is about to go wrong. Predicting possible 
hardware problems is essential for both lengthening the life of your hardware and anticipating the 
ordering of its replacement.  

Mobile Application (iOS, Android)
For simplicity of access and control, we provide a mobile application which can notify you about 
unusual currency price movements. The app will also notify you about any problems or issues that 
occur with your hardware or with information about new driver recommendations.

iWatch & Android Wear Apps
Choose the elements you want to appear on your wearable device, be it your balance or hardware 
health percentage or any other KPI of your choice. 

Exchange Rates & Payout Management
This is a dedicated module to work with exchanges, where you can:
-Track your payouts data
-Set payout rules like special days “before holidays when rates go lower” or “cash out when XMR costs 
>+10% average per month only.”
You will also be able to choose from a list of crypto to fiat gateway partners. We are additionally 
working on having VISA or MasterCard cards as a recipient of your fiat.

Voting System
Your opinion as our clients is essential. That’s why we decided to let token holders make proposals for 
new functionalities and to set a priority for their development. 
Our token holders can tell us what they need to be developed and, if a fair share of token holders 
supports the idea, the development will be fast-tracked. The more tokens you hold, the more influential 
your vote will be. Market needs will play a key role in our tool development. We are developing 
Whalesburg mining software for miners; to solve their problems, save their time and to make mining 
easier. This is why we decided to implement a voting platform, where each of our token holders can 



propose and discuss the new or existing functionality of Whalesburg with others.

Profile & Preferences Tab
Here is where you can set and manage your coin addresses, notification settings, access for colleagues, 
connectivity to other devices.

Technical Support
24/7 multilingual (English-only from the beginning) technical support. You can write an authorized 
message from any of our interfaces or just call directly from our app. 

Third-party Integration

Profit analyzer (whattomine.com, coinwarz.com) - to generate recommendations. 
Exchange - to exchange mined coins into ETH.
Fiat exchange (wallbtc.com) - for fiat payouts.
Rig rental companies (miningrigrentals.com, nicehash.com) - we are planning to rent out mining 
rigs to increase the pool hash rate in the beginning.

Transparency
There is currently no adequate tool on the market to track pool shares, profits, or exchange rates. We 
decided to change that. 

This means that you will be able to track your reward from the block founded with your support, 
straight to your wallet. You will be able to see how many coins Whalesburg took as commission and 
how many coins were split between other miners (even seeing the wallets that took part in the current 
round). Also, while transacting mined crypto into ETH, you can settle your rate, choosing your favorite 
exchange (if it is available on our partner's list in the preferences window). These features will allow 
you to be sure that you are reaping maximum profit with your mining powers, and that a pool is not 
cheating by drawing fake shares or using false cryptocurrency exchange rates. 

MVP

We want to make the cryptocurrency mining community a new offer: the first mining software bundle 
with auto-switching algorithm! 

 

http://whattomine.com/
http://coinwarz.com/
http://wallbtc.com/
http://miningrigrentals.com/


So let us to present our MVP as a server-side mining platform. It already includes:
Smart Stratum Proxy

What-to-mine analyser (uses EtHash only);
Auto-switching script;

Payouts manager
Automatic conversion to ETH;
Payouts in ETH;

Front-end
UX/UI for MVP to make it easy on the eye;

Failover, high system stability.

 



Smart Stratum Proxy (SSP) — This component asks the what-to-mine API every 10 minutes the most 
profitable coin to mine on GPU rigs (example) and connects a miner to the right mining pool. All 
Stratum jobs and solutions go through this proxy. 

A miner connects to SSP as to a usual Stratum mining pool running their EthMiner (or Claymore) with 
Stratum address and their wallet address. Here is an example:

./ethminer --farm-recheck 200 -U -S pool.whalesburg.com:8000 -SP 1 -O YOU
R_WALLET_ADDRESS

Once a miner is connected, a new connection is made to a mining pool based on what-to-mine 
calculations. When a coin must be changed to another, the connection closes and a new one opens 
with a pool of a new coin. 

HTTP API - This service allows communication between proxy, payouts managers, and the front-end. 

The module lets the front-end display miners’ data. It does two simple things:
Tells the account balance of a user in ETH;
Responds with a list of payments/transactions of a user.

Front-End -  our new MVP has a handsome interface with 3 pages:
A start-page with 2 buttons. The first button calls you to start mining while the second lets you 
check your stats if you are connected already.
If a user is new - they see instructions for how to start mining with Whalesburg.
Users who are already set up can check stats and watch their wallet filling with ETH. Data are taken 
with the help of an API service.

Data:
Coin earnings are taken from each mining pool separately and ETH balance is taken from Payouts 
Manager;

 

http://whattomine.com/coins?utf8=%E2%9C%93&adapt_q_280x=0&adapt_q_380=0&adapt_q_fury=0&adapt_q_470=0&adapt_q_480=3&adapt_q_570=6&adapt_q_580=0&adapt_q_vega56=0&adapt_q_vega64=1&adapt_q_750Ti=0&adapt_q_1050Ti=1&adapt_q_10606=1&adapt_q_1070=6&adapt_q_1070Ti=0&adapt_q_1080=4&adapt_q_1080Ti=0&eth=true&factor%5Beth_hr%5D=100.0&factor%5Beth_p%5D=70.0&factor%5Bgro_hr%5D=14.5&factor%5Bgro_p%5D=75.0&factor%5Bx11g_hr%5D=4.9&factor%5Bx11g_p%5D=75.0&factor%5Bcn_hr%5D=300.0&factor%5Bcn_p%5D=50.0&factor%5Beq_hr%5D=180.0&factor%5Beq_p%5D=75.0&factor%5Blrev2_hr%5D=14500.0&factor%5Blrev2_p%5D=75.0&factor%5Bns_hr%5D=420.0&factor%5Bns_p%5D=75.0&factor%5Blbry_hr%5D=110.0&factor%5Blbry_p%5D=75.0&factor%5Bbk2b_hr%5D=700.0&factor%5Bbk2b_p%5D=75.0&factor%5Bbk14_hr%5D=1050.0&factor%5Bbk14_p%5D=75.0&factor%5Bpas_hr%5D=380.0&factor%5Bpas_p%5D=75.0&factor%5Bskh_hr%5D=11.5&factor%5Bskh_p%5D=75.0&factor%5Bl2z_hr%5D=420.0&factor%5Bl2z_p%5D=300.0&factor%5Bcost%5D=0.0&sort=Profitability24&volume=0&revenue=24h&factor%5Bexchanges%5D%5B%5D=&factor%5Bexchanges%5D%5B%5D=abucoins&factor%5Bexchanges%5D%5B%5D=bitfinex&factor%5Bexchanges%5D%5B%5D=bittrex&factor%5Bexchanges%5D%5B%5D=bleutrade&factor%5Bexchanges%5D%5B%5D=cryptopia&factor%5Bexchanges%5D%5B%5D=hitbtc&factor%5Bexchanges%5D%5B%5D=poloniex&factor%5Bexchanges%5D%5B%5D=yobit&dataset=Main&commit=Calculate


Currently mining: Smart stratum proxy;
Current hashrate: mining pool API;
Payments: Payouts Manager API.

Payouts Manager — this is a new module which replaces the current one in the open-ethereum-pool 
project. Improvements are:

It can access a Redis database to store account balances;
It has its own postgres database to store transactions’ current state;
It can operate with all coin nodes inside the Whalesburg pool;
It uses the API of Cryptopia exchange.

Payouts Algorithm:
The payouts manager runs each round with the following steps:

Once an hour it starts a new payout round;
It takes miners’ pending balances from a Redis database and stores them to postgres;
It sells each coin from all pools inside Whalesburg on Cryptopia;
It updates the ETH balance of each user;
If there are users with a balance greater than or equal to the minimum payout balance, then the 
manager tells Cryptopia to send each user their reward;

Each round’s results are stored in the postgres database to prevent data loss upon restarting or 
failures.

If you mine Ethash coins or Ethereum cryptocurrency you can already use our MVP to increase your 
income. 

Try it now: https://pool.whalesburg.com

Pre-MVP

During the R&D stage, we tested some concepts. We conducted research and consulted with 
experienced crypto-miners. The experience we gathered has led to the MVP we have now. But before 
this MVP was the very first live version: Whalesburg was born!

In the scope of a proof-of-concept solution we ran three mining pools for three coins: EXP, PIRL, and 
ELLA. At that time our goal was to prove we could automate the mining process and in so doing 
increase its profitability.

The goals were:
More profits in comparison to Ethereum mining;
Switching miner to the most profitable coin automatically.

Our team chose the Ethash algorithm cause of Ethereum cryptocurrency. We have taken open-
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ethereum-pool and open-expanse-pool sources from GitHub. These open-source solutions helped us to 
test our concept. The coins we specifically chose had low network difficulty. It let us to do the testing 
without a significant amount of hashrate.

Our pre-MVP does not have an automatic switching tool. We’ve delegated this functionality to 
Autominer script which uses data from the whattomine.com website. 

Payouts go directly to miners’ EXP, PIRL, or ELLA addresses.

You can test it here: 
PIRL: https://pirl.pool.whalesburg.com
EXP: https://exp.pool.whalesburg.com
ELLA: https://ella.pool.whalesburg.com
 

Token

As per the legal advice and Howey test available at the time of the token sale, we are confident that our 
token is a utility token. Hence US citizens can purchase the token. More details in the “Legal” sections 
of this whitepaper. 

Symbol: WBT (WhalesBurg Token)
Total supply: 100,000,000 WBT

Accepted currency: 
ETH only
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Pre-Sale & Token-Sale period
One month

Howey test overall risk score: 0
Check Howey test: https://whalesburg.com/Whalesburg-Howey-Test.pdf

Escrow
Escrow secured by smart contract with 3 of 4 multisig required and 2 of 4 signatures held by lawyers.

Smart contracts
1) Token sale 

a) Hard-cap: token sale ends if 3800 ETH is raised; this includes funds raised during pre-sale
b) WBT price 0.0000718 ETH;
c) Unsold tokens will be destroyed

Our plan is to distribute 66,000,000 WBT during token sale events.  Every unsold token will be 
destroyed!

Founders’ tokens are vested and will be released starting from twelve months after the token sale and 
continuing progressively over a period of twelve 12 months. 

WBT Token Utility 
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Membership Ticket
WBT tokens allow discounted fees, increasing support level, and heavier weighted votes. 
The pool takes from 0,45% to 3% of the cryptocurrency you mine at a rate that depends on how much 
WBT you hold in your wallet. The more you own, the less you pay (tiers are described in detail below).

Decentralized Governance
Our voting platform will be the center of development planning. Everyone who holds WBT tokens will 
become a Whalesburg citizen with the right to propose changes, discuss them with our executive 
team, and vote for the features you want most. 

The amount of WBT held will define your tier and vote weight - the higher tier you are, the heavier 
weight you bring with your vote. 

We have considered recommendations from experts for how to increase the profitability of mining. The 
voting platform will allow the choosing of experts by community consensus. Vote for someone you 
know (eg. a blogger who shares knowledge), and that person can become an expert. Whalesburg will 
track the expert’s activity, and if the pool has permission, it will share that activity with miners who 
have similar equipment.

Address Verification
We want to protect you and ourselves from fraud. So before you start using Whalesburg services we 
need to verify that you really own the wallet you provided during the registration.

The verification process is done by sending a 0 ETH transaction from your wallet where you hold WBT 
tokens to the provided address. Here is a useful description of the wallets that we support:
https://tokenmarket.net/what-is/how-to-participate-ethereum-token-crowdsale/

The system will check the amount of WBT tokens you have and will send you an email with 
confirmation and information about your tier.

Tier system

There will be five tiers, each corresponding to a lower fee taken by the Whalesburg pool. Users from 
every tier will have full access to the system without any limits or restrictions. 

The differences in terms of utility are support priority, vote weight on the Whalesburg voting platform, 
and fee discount. The higher the tier, the more discount you get, the less you pay in fees. Also, your 
vote becomes more significant, and support options have more extensive options than at lower tiers.
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To become a client of Whalesburg, you need to buy and hold an amount of WBT tokens. The exact 
required amount will be made available after we launch the public beta.

“Beginner"
All new Whalesburg customers will start from this tier. This allows testing while holding a minimum 
amount of WBT. It lets you use all the Whalesburg functionality freely, and allows you to mine any 
available cryptocurrency at a 3% fee. Created support tickets will be logged to our support system with 
a normal priority and handled during GMT business hours.

“Pre-Intermediate"
Same terms as "Beginner" but you have a 15% discount on mining fee, making your rate 2,55%. An 
additional feature is that you will be able to use live chat for urgent questions.  Live chat functionality 
will be open working days (by GMT) in addition to regular ticket support.

“Intermediate"
Same terms as "Pre-Intermediate" but you have a 35% discount on mining fee, making your rate 1,95%. 
At this tier you additionally get 24/7 online support.

“Upper-Intermediate"
Same terms as “Intermediate” but you have a 35% discount on mining fee, making your rate 1,05%.

“Advanced"
Same terms as “Upper-Intermediate” but the mining rate is just 0,45%. Additionally you get a signed 
SLA (service level agreement). 

Roadmap

 

  2018 Q2   2018 Q3   2018 Q4   2019 Q1

  Technical support
  Multicurrency mining 
pool
  Autoswitching 
algorithm
  ETH payouts
  Platform UI/UX 
design
  Auto exchange

  Real-time mining 
monitoring tool
  Fiat payouts
  Decentralized 
governance
  Whalesburg Cloud
  Mining profiles
  Financial reports

  Overclocking / 
downvolting
  Mobile application
  One-click hardware 
updates
  Overclocking
  Smart notifications
  Benchmarking

  Firmware and config 
database
  24/7 support
  Recommendations
  Downvolting
  Operating system 
release

  



Operating system
Whalesburg OS will be a part of the platform providing full pack of built-in tools such as monitoring 
and overclocking. It will be connected to Whalesburg Cloud uploading statistics and updating 
configurations from it.

Whalesburg Cloud
It is a part which will allow miners to manage all their hardware remotely on a large scale.

Technical Support
For higher tier members we will gather a support team. We will provide support in through both a 
ticket system and 24/7 phone assistance in English. 

Smart Notifications
We will enable programmable notifications. For example, you can set GPU temperature limits and get a 
notification when they are exceeded or ask Whalesburg to tell you when your hash rate drops. You will 
be able to set almost any conditions.

UI/UX Design
Usability is one of the weakest areas of cryptocurency mining. We are going to put great efforts on 
building an interface which will be easy to use. 

Smart Algorithm
This module will analyze your hardware capacities to identify which coin is the most profitable for you 
to mine.

Mining pool
Whalesburg smart mining pool will provide an ability to mine multiple cryptocurrencies and get 
payouts in ETH at this time. The pool will use our auto-switching algorithm to increase profitability of 
mining. 

Overclocking GPU/CPU
To increase your hash rate, overclocking is a must! We will be able to do this carefully and in bulk for 
all of your cards.

Mining profiles
Code your rules for the mining process. We will start with a simple API to let you automate the mining 
process.

Recommendations
Analyzing your hardware will produce statistics which Whalesburg will use to tell what you should 
update to increase hash rate.

Voting Platform
This is our main help desk and decentralized governance hub all at once. Miners will be able to create 
and discuss proposals as public tickets to develop new features. The ones with the most votes will be 
taken as a technical description to develop new functionality. 



Auto exchange
You will be able to exchange mined cryptocurrency to ETH automatically, and at the best rates.

Fiat Payouts
You will be able to get payouts in fiat money right to your Mastercard or Visa card using the services of 
our partners. 

Hardware Analyzer
This module plays a key role in the recommendations system. With a set of predefined parameters, it 
will analyze and compare your hardware stats, providing custom recommendations for your system.

LEGAL SIDE

Whalesburg LLC (s.r.o.) is an official legal entity in Czech Republic and operates under the laws of this 
country (company number: 02914506). It is a registered company in Prague and has a stable work 
address. Don’t hesitate to contact us by one of our official phone lines.

How likely WBT is a security under US federal securities law: VERY UNLIKELY

Smart contract code will be published online. 
Please refer to our GitHub page: https://github.com/whalesburg

We will manage the KYC-procedures to meet the AML and CTF.

The Team

John Kitkin 
CEO, co-founder
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Vladimir Protasevich
CTO, co-founder

Konstantin Lermontov
CMO, co-founder

 

 

John Kitkin, Founder & CEO

Vladimir Protasevich, co-founder & CTO



Contacts

Website: https://whalesburg.com
Mining pool: https://pool.whalesburg.com
Medium:  https://medium.com/@whalesburg
Telegram: https://t.me/whalesburg
Reddit: https://reddit.com/r/whalesburg
Facebook: https://facebook.com/whalesburg

Czech Perublic government legal registry: 
https://or.justice.cz/ias/ui/rejstrik-firma.vysledky?subjektId=866586&typ=PLATNY

Whalesburg s.r.o.
Záběhlice, Záběhlická 1721/41, postcode 106 00, Prague, Czech Republic

 

 

Konstantin Lermontov, co-founder & CMO
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